Greetings to all of our Satanic People and Comrades.

The reasons one becomes a Satanist in this world, and in this cesspool of Goyim, someone desires to rise something forgotten, namely: A Soul - are very strong reasons and these are some one must not brush away.

You are trying to rise something very long forgotten, detested, and hated. We have to walk in silence and we have to protect ourselves. These are the instructions given by Satan to Seikh Adi, when he asked about how he is going to deal with his enemies, the Muslims. What do these people do, with the spiritual evils in their souls, and their downward movement against all spiritual evolution, everyone can see.

How will therefore this war end? By massive revolution and uprising against the Abrahamic programs and their spiritual extinction from the face of the earth. The enemy says they want to kill everyone who does not aspire to their beliefs. They live in secret hatred in our lands which have some last bastions of religious protection, won only after tens of centuries of rape, killing and humiliation in the name of a Jewish egregore. They envision and they want to create Middle Ages all over again, but only in a worse fashion.

Satanism in particular, this is in your soul. Ironically, this is even recognized by those who have sworn to be our enemies. What is the reason these people oppose us? There are no actual reasons that are very deep as far as their own are concerned. They just make it seem like it. They simply want slaves, they simply want to subjugate a beautiful kingdom into their feet because they are lazy, uncreative, and worthless. Since when thugs and terrorists have any serious reasons?

Many of you, to a bigger or lesser degree, have suffered, have been attacked, have been restrained, and have been attempted to be suffocated and destroyed by the enemy. The fact of their failure doesn't really change this reality. However we'll some others may have had it, the lingering thirst of soul and the spiritual damnation that was almost imposed upon us is a shared fact. The truth has been hidden from anyone, and many people have come literally crawling and destroyed in this place looking for help. This has happened in very obvious ways for some, while for others, it has happened subtly, but for many it has led into a breaking point.

The mind has a tendency to forget. However, the soul never forgets. Possibly from the first time you remember yourself you already hated the enemy, even in your first memories. If this is not active hatred, we would have rejection, which is also a need to move away from them. You hated their world, their fake morality, their lying ethics, and all their play pretend, be it religious or social.
People have been crying for centuries over injustices that have been committed by people who have the values of our enemies, and some pretend they shriek when these people are named? Is it alright if Tom commits a crime and nobody names Tom? I guess yes, because "Tom" will never pay for his crime. In that case, the enemy has a name, and the enemy is defined. They also, like a spiritual mafia, have others doing dirty work for them as well.

You may not want to fight, but these people want to fight you. They hate you simply for knowing, they hate you simply for thinking. They hate you for eating the wrong food, sexually pleasing yourself, thinking anything that is even remotely critical of them. And they really want you to die and perish. While all of this is masked in other words and a supposed spiritual war, all of this is very physical.

They say, the 'angels' fight the 'demons'. What does this mean? That their thoughtforms seek to uproot and destroy your Gods.

They say, 'let the righteous punish the wicked and destroy them'. What does this mean? To exterminate you because they simply decided you are 'wicked'.

Then they say, 'let god destroy the idolaters', while they bow before the idol of a rebel rabbi from the levant, named Jesus Christ, kissing his icon and statue.

They take their spiritual sword of lies every day to hack you, radicalize the world, bastardize you out of existence, ruin your dreams, fill you with negativity.

And what do you do for it? Do you ignore? If you ignore then you have no place in this world.

Haven't you had enough dread, worry, threats, and suppression?

Simply because they project all their will to some "all powerful source", does that mean anything or make them "less evil", than any other criminal who wishes to dash your infants against the stones as it was claimed to be done to the poor Babylonians in the bible? Is it better that the memory of people who were merely innocent is trashed aeons later, simply because, they refused to get pillaged and destroyed by the jews?

This makes them even more evil: The punishment, death and anguish they wish for you is of an untold and incomprehensible magnitude. They do not simply want to damage you, or discipline you: They want your full, permanent, unequivocal extermination and eternal suffering. They just put this will in the 'hands of god', a vanity made thoughtform, which they pray to deliver this world in this peril.

Now for those who do not understand the extent of this. I will not cite hundreds of books written specifically on how to use the bible as a curse book, how it blesses the jews, how it accepts and increases anything evil as a 'deserved curse'.

Just open the article below. There is even a list on cursing children. All these by the good christians.

So what do you think. Should we win this war and put them in the historical coffin of humanity? Or allow this excrement to forever dwell here and turn this world into a cataclysmic land of rape, endless bastardization, and limitless goyim walking dead and deprived in the streets like worthless swine and cyborgs?

Defend your life, defend your Gods, defend your heritage, defend everything you have and lastly: DEFEND YOUR DREAMS.

We have the Gods, we have Satan, we have our knowledge, and we are infinitely more clever than the enemy. The enemy is a cunning rat. But the power of the Gods will definitely prevail. The enemy is facing defeat and they must get used to this reality.

Over the time we have posted some of their crimes. But we can never post everything or all of it. Most of it is not even recorded. Those we have revealed here, in all the hundreds of thousands of written pages, and infinite hours of work, will never come close to what the enemy has done.

More than 20 centuries of this have happened.

Do you think it's time to FINISH this thing? The planets, the stars, the Gods, and Satan Himself believe it's time that this ignorance has to permanently end. The time is finally upon us.

Our will is no different. We are ever growing, ever powerful, and ever awakening. The end of the deception of the enemy has to come.

Those who do not look to this end, why do you even call yourself A "Satanist", or the in the tongue of the enemy, an "Adversary"? This title is defined by who does anything to solve something about the spiritual perils of mankind.

Satanism at this point is a battle of survival, uprising, and a battle to finally conquer and remove the enemy's influence from the world. Those who do not accept this reality cannot testify with the title of a Satanist.

Those who do partake in this intellectual and spiritual war against the monstrosities; they will share in Satan's permanent and TRUTHFUL crown.

The future belongs to us.

HAIL SATAN'S VICTORY!

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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